LIREX EXAM

LIREX EXAM is a comprehensive software solution that
automates and governs your entire examination and
testing process. It covers exam preparation and planning,
as well as the whole computer-based self-study tests and
examinations, encouraging your employees’ attempts for
competency excellence. It is perfect for organisations that
execute regular exam evaluations and online self-trainings for
their employees. It securely facilitates employee engagement
and highly motivates them to be more productive.

Keep your employees’
motivation higher, let them
learn more, enable them to
achieve a higher degree of
professional skills

Your Complete Professional
Assessment Tool Kit

Whether you are a business organisation
or a university, college or other entity, our
solution enables you to effectively test
or qualify your team members, ultimately
bringing their knowledge to a level up.

ENJOY A
SOLUTION

Automate and manage the whole
process of evaluation of your employees’
competences - from beginning to end

Save time and
resources, while
increasing the degree
of your employees’
expertise

You power efficiency and
perfect your evaluation process
by saving time and efforts for
both the organisation and your
employees.

Easy access:
You just need a web
browser - tap into a
system that allows you
to perform diverse data
driven actions.

Multilingual user
interface:
inherently intuitive and
easy to manage, highly
responsive to your
employees’ digital literacy.

A secure and reliable
technology:
any time, everywhere
- all you need is an
Internet connection.

Protection against
unauthorised attempts:
access data with a twofactor authentication,
secure at any step.

Flexible access rights
management:
easily assign rights for
access to modules,
functionalities and use
of data.

Traceability and
transparency:
get a fast look into key
data changes.

Self-study module:
24-hour access to exam
materials and remote
self-preparation tests.

Various statistics
at your fingertips:
easily find your score
results and see insights into
individual exam reports.

WITH FUNCTIONALITIES
SIMPLIFYING YOUR
EXAM EXPERIENCE:

MANAGE YOUR CONTENT

AT A SNAP

ONE-TIME EXAM CREATION

your work versions can be used and edited at any time

MULTIPLE QUESTIONS SETTING

have your content displayed each time in a different order

RELATED AND OPEN QUESTIONS

upload multimedia materials in the Q&A

Lirex Exam assists the self-study process at your organisation and provides
you with audit and control capabilities: users can easily pull detailed reports
and statistics on performed examinations, access general and individual protocols,
view actions history, and take a quick look into the Q&A.

OUR EXPERTISE
AT LIREX WE DESIGN, DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT
THIS EXAM SOLUTION SO YOU CAN:
Improve efficiency
and reduce cost of
employee knowledge
testing

Empower corporate
culture by introducing
optimised and modern
digital processes,
reflecting today’s reality

Achieve transparency
in the preparation and
validation of exam
questions and synopses

Power-play with static tools
for data analysis needed for
optimising exams materials
and assessment

STILL NEED MORE?
Lirex Exam lets you have all the opportunities for upgrading, scale up and
experience flexible customisation according to your type of organisation.
The system is based on a multi-layered modular architecture, allowing
flexible configuration, management and access control to resources and
functionalities.

LET YOUR EMPLOYEES BECOME:
More active
More creative
More productive

MAKE YOUR CHOICE FOR AN INTERACTIVE HANDS-ON TOOL FOR A PROFESSIONALLY SKILLED WORKFORCE!
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